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After strange happenings isolate a small
resort town from the rest of the world,
nearly one hundred residents seek refuge at
the closed hotel. Only eight survive the
night. And thats just the beginning One
day after the entire population of Fox
Ridge Village disappears, a car wreck
forces several unsuspecting crash victims
to seek help at the closed summer hotel.
Within the hotel, they discover the grisly
aftermath of a brutal slaughter. Crash
victims Vander and Devon, a reluctant
clairvoyant, team up to solve the riddle of
the haunted hotel and the mass hysteria
plaguing the remaining survivors. By the
time they discover the hotels secret, theyre
already drawn into the hysteria. As the
body count continues to climb, its a race to
isolate the source and bring everyone back
to reality before they kill one another. Will
Devon be able to communicate with the
traumatized spirits before their fate
becomes her own? Dead Village is an
intense horror/thriller with some scenes of
graphic violence, sexual situations, and
mild to moderate profanity. Books by
Holly Copella DO NOT contain graphic
sex scenes.
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In Queens Village. April 23, 2017 11:20 PM. Filed Under: Brian Conybeare, Carol 23. The Dead Village. II. The
Children of the Night. Robinson, Edwin This ancient village and its adjoining cemetery have a beautiful history of
death and remembrance. The village of Dargavs, or the City of the Dead, has an ancient cemetery where people that
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